
Oil

The crude oil market faced quite some fluctuations this week. On Wednesday, Brent closed at its highest level since March at 68,49 
USD/bbl. Prices slumped more than 1 % in Thursday’s trading amid a rising US dollar and concerns about rapidly increasing inflation in 
the US. While the markets looks oversupplied in May, stock draws are set to resume from June, even with global oil supply on the rise. 
However, there are still concerns about the recovery in demand, because of the resurgence of the COVID-19 in India. Because there are 
opposite factors, we are expecting oil price to move sideways. 

Gas

In line with the broader energy complex, gas markets pushed to new highs on Wednesday. Continuously low storage levels in historic 
comparison as well as the outlook of further temperatures below the seasonal norm during this month keep on supporting the price 
development. On the other hand, gas and emissions maintain their mutual support pushing each other. Both commodities faced a set-
back with some downwards correction yesterday. This morning though, the market attempts to claw back some losses.

Coal

The European coal market did not show any different behaviour than the broader energy complex and just followed suite instead. 
Wednesday’s session delivered new highs while a bullish gas market maintains its supporting drive for coal. China’s import demand 
amid their political spat with Australia as one of the main suppliers under normal circumstances contributes to the development lately. 
Yesterday, coal contracts were falling back though in line with gas and emissions. As for gas, we suspect coal prices to turn out sup-
ported today.

Carbon

The Dec ‘21 benchmark contract settled 54,49 EUR/t yesterday after hitting a new high of 55,47 EUR/t during Wednesday’s session. 
This was attributed to the likely occurrence of profit-taking as well as weak gas prices influencing the sentiment. Being near the all-time 
high speculators’ appetite to increase/maintain positions could possibly be lower ahead of weekend. But technically the trend is pointing 
upwards despite the overbought situation and if equity markets are strong today, this may lower the selling interest among speculators. 
The only certainty at the moment remains the volatility, amid which the benchmark contract is lifted to a new high this morning.

Hydro

Forecasts this morning indicate increasing precipitation levels compared to yesterday. A low pressure heading North is coming from the 
East bringing a wetter weather picture. There is up to 12 TWh expected the coming 10 days which is over double as much as normal. 
Temperature remain around normal levels but arw getting slightly colder. Yesterday’s monthly prognosis is also confirming temperatures 
below normal. Though cold tempatures are coming in the high precipitation levels are giving a bearish outlook for today.

Germany

German power prices copied the move in fuels and emissions during the last 2 sessions as well. The front quarter was driven up to a 
close of 69,55 EUR/MWh on Wednesday, before sliding to 69,00 EUR/MWh amid lower liquidity due to the holiday. The front year ended 
at 67,55 EUR/MWh Wednesday and 67,00 EUR/MWh yesterday. The market opens up higher again today as weather-related fundamen-
tal support remains intact and fuels and emissions do not appear to strongly continue yesterday’s correction.

Equities

This week’s direction has mainly been downwards until Thursday when investors seemed to buy the dips. It appears that this continues 
today based on futures price indications from the US, Europe and Asia. A lot of attention is currently given to inflation expectations, a 
valid reason why some of the indices ended red lately. However, growth estimations support valuations when teh majority of companies 
are expected to gain from increased demand. We expect volatility to increase and the short term price direction to be slightly upwards. 
Inflation might be the key driver in months to come when markets try to find out what is sustainable long term inflation and how this 
should be incorporated into valuations.

Conclusion

Before heading into the holiday break yesterday, the Nordic power market saw the forward price curve mainly shifting higher during 
Wednesday’s session. Support was gathered from drier weather forecasts as well as strong continental power prices on the back of 
soaring emissions and bullish fuels. The front quarter settling at 34,35 EUR/MWh gained 1,30 EUR/MWh on Tuesday’s close. The front 
year, up 0,20 EUR/MWh, ended the session at 32,10 EUR/MWh. As continental prices are pushed higher today, we suspect the Nordic 
power market to be supported accordingly.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

12-maj 68.75 68.75 41.58 48.66 46.67 53.73 50.25 June 65.60 67.35 40.85 50.53 45.60 39.10 34.10 June 75.76 71.67 62.30

13-maj 62.74 60.60 35.32 38.53 35.32 50.60 45.10 Q3-21 68.63 69.60 38.10 47.85 49.40 39.00 34.35 Q3-21 75.50 69.89 0.00

14-maj 71.80 71.80 38.41 54.01 38.41 51.42 45.05 2022 51.50 52.98 35.30 44.28 38.60 38.48 32.10 2022 73.61 65.25 0.00


